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Abstract Mobile crowdsensing has become an efficient paradigm for performing large-scale sensing tasks. An incentive

mechanism is important for a mobile crowdsensing system to stimulate participants and to achieve good service quality.

In this paper, we explore truthful incentive mechanisms that focus on minimizing the total payment for a novel scenario,

where the platform needs the complete sensing data in a requested time window (RTW). We model this scenario as a reverse

auction and design FIMI, a constant frugal incentive mechanism for time window coverage. FIMI consists of two phases, the

candidate selection phase and the winner selection phase. In the candidate selection phase, it selects two most competitive

disjoint feasible user sets. Afterwards, in the winner selection phase, it finds all the interchangeable user sets through a

graph-theoretic approach. For every pair of such user sets, FIMI chooses one of them by the weighted cost. Further, we

extend FIMI to the scenario where the RTW needs to be covered more than once. Through both rigorous theoretical analysis

and extensive simulations, we demonstrate that the proposed mechanisms achieve the properties of RTW feasibility (or RTW

multi-coverage), computation efficiency, individual rationality, truthfulness, and constant frugality.
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1 Introduction

Smartphones have been widely available in recent

years. According to the forecast of the International

Data Corporation (IDC) in Jun. 2017, the worldwide

smartphone market will reach a total of 1.51 billion

units shipped in 2017 1○. Nowadays, smartphones are

integrated with a variety of sensors such as camera,

light sensor, GPS, accelerometer, digital compass, gy-

roscope, microphone, and proximity sensor. These sen-

sors can collectively monitor a diverse range of human

activities and surrounding environment.

Compared with the traditional sensor network, mo-

bile crowdsensing[1-3], which utilizes hundreds of thou-

sands of ordinary users[4], has a huge potential due to

its prominent advantages, such as wide spatio-temporal

coverage, low cost, good scalability, and pervasive ap-

plication scenario. It will be an efficient approach to

meeting the demand in large-scale sensing applications

if we take advantage of pervasive smartphones to collect

data.
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Mobile crowdsensing can enable attractive sens-

ing applications in various domains, such as Haze

Watch 2○ for pollution monitoring, Ear-Phone[5] for cre-

ating noise maps, RUSH[6] for real-time urban traf-

fic speed estimation, FTrack[7] for floor localization,

crowd-participated system[8] for bus arrival time pre-

diction, and C2IL[9] for Wi-Fi indoor localization.

The incentive mechanisms are crucial for mobile

crowdsensing systems to compensate participants’ re-

source consumption and potential privacy breach. The

incentive mechanisms also help to achieve good ser-

vice quality since sensing services are truly depen-

dent on the quantity of users and the quality of

sensed data. Numerous efforts have been made to

develop incentive mechanisms for mobile crowdsens-

ing. In offline mechanisms[10-12], the concurrent pres-

ence of numerous smartphone candidates is required.

These offline schemes assume that all users are present

for bidding before the task distribution, while online

mechanisms[13-14] aim to deal with the case where users

submit their profiles on the fly when they arrive.

However, these incentive mechanisms cannot deal

with the time window coverage tasks which require

completing sensing data in the whole time window pub-

licized by the platform. There are some realistic ex-

amples of existing systems that fall into this scenario.

One example is bus arrival time prediction system[8].

The users on the bus sense and submit the cell tower

sequences to the backend server. Then the backend

server predicts the bus’ arrival time at various bus stops

by matching the cell tower sequences to the bus route

stored in the database. However, one contributor can-

not always stay on one bus to collect information in

a long time. Insufficient submitted information may

result in inaccuracy in matching the bus route. The in-

formation assembling strategy is required to assemble

pieces of incomplete information from multiple users to

picture the intact bus route status. Another example is

Ear-Phone[5], which is an end-to-end participatory ur-

ban noise mapping system. Noise levels are assessed on

the mobile phones before being transmitted to the cen-

tral server, where the noise map is reconstructed based

on the partial noise measurements. The mobile phone

computes a loudness characteristic known as the equiva-

lent noise level over a specific time interval from the raw

acoustic samples collected by the microphone. Then

the central server computes the long-term equivalent

noise level from the equivalent noise levels measured

over short-time durations. A similar project for mea-

suring air pollution in Australia is called Haze Watch 2○,

where the continuous pollution readings are needed to

cover the whole time line.

In aforementioned crowdsensing systems, the plat-

form wants to collect sensing data over short-time du-

rations sent by participants, and assembles pieces of

incomplete information to reconstruct or represent the

data over a long-time window. In essence, the plat-

form needs to make sure that the submitted data over

short-time window is sufficient for assembling in a

long-time window. However, most existing incentive

mechanisms consider the scenarios with the weak re-

quirement of data integrity and cannot be applied to

these crowdsensing systems. For example, the mecha-

nisms in [10-13] deal with the location dependent tasks,

and aim to optimize the payoff of the platform[10] or

the values of the selected users’ services under budget

constraint[13-15] regardless of whether all tasks are per-

formed.

In the system model of this paper, the platform

wants to collect the continuous sensing data in the

whole required time window (RTW), and each user re-

sponds with a user time window (UTW) in which the

user can perform the tasks. The user time windows

together are required to cover the request time win-

dow. As shown in Fig.1, the scenario of time window

coverage mobile crowdsensing is very practical and per-

vasive especially when collecting time varying sensing

data such as the continuous monitoring of traffic, noise,

pollution and even the observation of garbage classi-

fication. Generally speaking, the time window coverage

Traffic Monitoring

Noise Monitoring

Pollution Monitoring

Garbage Classification

Platform

Fig.1. Time window coverage mobile crowdsensing.

2○Carrapetta J, Youdale N, Chow A, Sivaraman V. Haze Watch project. http://www.hazewatch.unsw.edu.au, Aug. 2017.
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tasks can be regarded as a long-term task, which lasts

for the whole RTW and is unlikely to be accomplished

by single human being, such as sampling the cell tower

sequences along the whole bus route[8], measuring the

long-term equivalent noise levels[9], and gathering the

air pollution readings all the time.

We aim to design truthful incentive mechanisms

to minimize the total payment for the time window

coverage in mobile crowdsensing. The payment mini-

mization problem is very challenging. First, the smart-

phone users would adopt strategic behaviors to maxi-

mize their own payoffs. For example, the strategic users

can claim the bid price which is different from the real

cost or report the time windows that are not real. Sec-

ond, the mechanism of user selection should satisfy the

property of RTW feasibility (i.e., the selected UTWs

together can cover the RTW). This means that the

mechanism should observe the sequential relationships

between the UTWs and find an RTW feasible solution.

Moreover, the payment minimization problem is chal-

lenging since the payment to the user might be different

from its bid price in truthful mechanisms. In this pa-

per, we design a constant frugal incentive mechanism

for time window coverage, termed FIMI, based on fru-

gality theory[16-17].

Our key contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose the system model for time window

coverage mobile crowdsensing and formulate the prob-

lem of payment minimizing user selection (PMUS).

• We design FIMI based on the frugality theory to

solve the PMUS problem. To the best of our know-

ledge, this is the first work to design incentive mecha-

nisms of mobile crowdsensing systems based on the fru-

gal theory. We show that FIMI satisfies five desirable

properties: RTW feasibility, computational efficiency,

individual rationality, truthfulness, and constant fru-

gality.

• We further extend FIMI to support RTW multi-

coverage requirement. We show that the extended

FIMI also satisfies the five desirable properties.

• We extensively evaluate the performance of

FIMI based on both real trace and randomly gene-

rated users. Our evaluation results show that FIMI

can achieve less payment than VCG (Vickrey-Clarke-

Groves) auction[18].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We

review related work in Section 2. Section 3 formulates

the system model and problem. Section 4 reviews some

related solution concepts and presents the detailed de-

sign of FIMI. Section 5 extends FIMI to support RTW

multi-coverage requirement. Performance evaluation is

presented in Section 6, and Section 7 concludes this

paper.

2 Related Work

Many task allocation algorithms have been pro-

posed. Zheng et al. explored how accuracy and F -

score, two widely-used evaluation metrics for crowd-

sourcing applications, can facilitate task assignment[19].

An adaptive crowdsourcing framework, called iCrowd,

was proposed in [20]. iCrowd on-the-fly estimates the

accuracy of a worker by evaluating his/her performance

on the completed tasks, and predicts which tasks the

worker is well acquainted with. Hu et al. proposed

a crowdsourcing framework consisting of an inference

model and an online task assigner[21]. However, the

above work cannot be applied to the time window cove-

rage tasks.

Kazemi et al. focused on the spatial task alloca-

tion problem[22-23]. In the scenario of [22], the server

assigns to every worker his/her nearby tasks with the

objective of maximizing the overall number of assigned

tasks. Tong et al. addressed the global online micro-

task allocation in spatial crowdsourcing (GOMA) prob-

lem based on bipartite graph matching[23]. Tong et al.

presented a comprehensive experimental comparison of

the representative algorithms of the online minimum

bipartite matching (OMBM) problem[24]. Overall, the

above studies, which aim to solve the spatial task or ser-

vice provider allocation problem, cannot solve the time

interval coverage problem. Moreover, this paper utilizes

the reward based incentive, and tries to propose a truth-

ful incentive mechanism for the selfish users. Therefore

the techniques proposed in [22-24] cannot be used to

solve the problem of this paper.

Many incentive mechanisms for mobile crowdsens-

ing have been proposed thus far. Singer proposed a

truthful budget feasible mechanism[15] based on the

proportional share allocation rule. However, the de-

signed mechanism is not established on any crowdsens-

ing system model and only valid for submodular func-

tions. Pricing mechanisms are also developed in [11]

for the budget feasible maximizing task problem and

the budget feasible minimizing payment problem based

on the method proposed in [15]. Yang et al. proposed

two different models for smartphone crowdsourcing[10]:

the platform-centric model where the platform provides

a reward shared by participating users, and the user-

centric model where users have more control over the
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payment they will receive. In [25], they further ext-

ended the user-centric model to three cases: single re-

quester with single bid, single requester with multiple

bids, and multiple requesters with multiple bids. Xu

et al. designed the incentive mechanisms, which con-

sider the issue of stimulating the biased requesters in

the competing crowdsourcing market[26]. Koutsopou-

los designed an optimal reverse auction[27], considering

the data quality as user participation level. However,

the quality indicator, which essentially measures the

relevance or usefulness of information, is empirical and

relies on users’ historical information. It is not rea-

sonable to assume that the historical information can

be obtained in advance. In [12], Feng et al. formu-

lated the location-aware collaborative sensing problem

as the winning bids determination problem, and pre-

sented a truthful auction using the proportional share

allocation rule proposed in [15]. However the mecha-

nism is only effective to perform location-aware tasks.

In [13], Zhao et al. investigated the online crowdsourc-

ing scenario where the users submit their profiles to the

crowdsourcer when they arrive. The objective is select-

ing a subset of users for maximizing the value of the

crowdsourcer under the budget constraint. They de-

signed two online mechanisms, online mechanism un-

der zero arrival-departure interval model (OMZ) and

online mechanism under general arrival-departure in-

terval model (OMG) for different user models. Xu et

al. also tackled the mobile crowdsensing with strong re-

quirement of data integrity[28-29]. However, [28] focuses

on optimizing the social cost, and [29] focuses on maxi-

mizing the value of platform under budget constraint.

A theory of frugality has been developed with the

goal of providing mechanisms that admit minimal pay-

ment. In [16], Archer and Tardos proposed the frugality

problem in path auction, and analyzed the overpay-

ment of VCG mechanism. As observed by Talwar[30],

the class of instances for which VCG never overpays is

a natural generalization of matroids. Moreover, some

sufficient conditions to upper bound and lower bound

of the overpayment in non-matroids cases were given

in [30]. The benchmark of payment for any truthful

mechanism and the concept of frugality ratio were pro-

posed in [17]. Kempe et al. studied truthful mecha-

nisms for hiring a team of agents in three classes of set

systems: vertex cover auctions, k -flow auctions and cut

auctions, demonstrating the truthful mechanisms for all

three set systems are constant-competitive[31]. Elkind

et al. proposed a modified definition of frugality and

a truthful polynomial-time auction for the vertex cover

problem[32]. Chen et al. proposed a uniform scheme

for designing frugal truthful mechanisms for general set

systems, and applied the scheme to vertex cover sys-

tems and k -path systems[33].

Overall, there is no efficient method to solve the

payment minimizing problem in mobile crowdsensing

when the distribution of cost is unknown. Designing

incentive mechanisms, which achieve truthfulness and

constant frugality simultaneously, is an open problem

that none of the proposals has solved.

3 System Model and Problem Formulation

As illustrated in Fig.2, we consider a mobile crowd-

sensing system consisting of a platform and a set of

smartphone users U = {1, 2,..., n}. The platform pub-

licizes a required time window (RTW) W = [TS, TE],

where TS and TE are the start time and the end time,

respectively. The platform requests the sensing data

in the period from TS to TE. We denote the length

of RTW, i.e., the number of time unit, as |W|. The

time unit, which is closely related to the application

scenario, is determined by the sampling frequency of

sensing data in practice. Each user i responds with a

bid Bi = ([si, ei], bi), where [si, ei] is the user time win-

dow (UTW) within which user i can perform. Each

UTW [si, ei] is associated with cost ci. The start time

si and the end time ei (si 6 ei) can be any point-in-

time. However, any si < TS or ei > TE cannot bring

extra benefit for user i in our mechanism. bi is the

claimed cost which is the bid price that user i wants to

charge for performing [si, ei]. For any subset of users

S ⊆ U , let c(S) =
∑

i∈S bi. We consider the real cost ci
is private and unknown to other users and the platform.

Platform

(1) RTW

(2) Bids
(3) Notify
Winners

(4) Data
(5) Payment

Smartphones

Fig.2. Illustration of a mobile crowdsensing system. The num-
ber represents the sequence of the interactions between the plat-
form and users.
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The platform selects a subset of users S ⊆ U as

winners and notifies them. The winners perform the

sensing tasks in their UTWs and send data back to the

platform. Each user i is then paid pi , which is com-

puted by the platform.

We define the utility of user i as the difference be-

tween the received payment and its real cost: ui =

pi − ci. Specially, the utility of the losers would be

zero, because they are unpaid in our designed mecha-

nism and there is no cost for sensing.

We consider that the users are selfish individuals

and may adopt strategic behavior by claiming cost that

might be different from the real cost to maximize their

own utility.

The users can also take a strategic behavior by re-

porting time windows that are not real. This strategic

behavior can be prevented if the platform can verify

whether all sensing data in announced time windows is

submitted and whether the sensing data is generated

at the announced time. For this purpose, we assume

the sensing data is processed by trusted time stamping

such as Public Key Infrastructure Time-Stamp Proto-

col (TSP) 3○.

The utility of the platform is

u0 = v(W)−
∑

i∈S

pi, (1)

where v(W) is the value to the platform when it obtains

all data in the whole W .

For any W and strategy bids B = (B1, ..., Bn),

we consider an incentive mechanism M(W ,B) return-

ing a subset of users S ⊆ U and a payment vector

p = (p1, ..., pn) to all the users. The objective function

is minimizing the total payment which is the sum of

the payment of selected users for completing the sens-

ing in the whole W . The PMUS problem can then be

formulated as:

min
∑

i∈S

pi

s.t. W ⊆ ∪i∈S [si, ei], (2)

where operation ∪ returns the set of covered time units

by each [si, ei].

The constraint in (2) means that the UTWs should

cover the RTW, i.e., the mechanism should assure that

the winners can perform all tasks from TS to TE. This

means that the value to the platform v(W) is constant.

Thus, minimizing the total payment is equivalent to

maximizing the utility of the platform defined in (1).

We assume that there are enough users and exclude

the situation where only one bid hits the arbitrary time

unit in [TS, TE] in order to prevent the monopoly.

The participants can decide the UTWs based on

their future schedules or daily mobility routines with lit-

tle effect on their daily life. Much research has demon-

strated that people show striking persistence in their

mobility profiles. In [34], the authors stated that the

similarity of the mobility profile of a given user to its

future profile is above 0.75 for eight days and remains

above 0.6 for five weeks, demonstrating the mobility

profile is indeed an intrinsic property, even if only a

short history of mobility profile is used.

Our objective is to design an incentive mechanism

M(W ,B) satisfying the following five desirable pro-

perties.

1) RTW Feasibility. A mechanism M(W ,B) is

RTW feasible if the UTWs of winners together can

cover the whole RTW, i.e., the solution is feasible if

it satisfies the constraint in (2).

2) Computational Efficiency. A mechanism

M(W ,B) is computationally efficient if both the win-

ner set S and the payment vector p can be computed

in polynomial time.

3) Individual Rationality. Each user will have a non-

negative utility, i.e., pi > ci, ∀i ∈ U .

4) Truthfulness. A mechanism is truthful if no user

can improve its utility by submitting a bidding price

different from its real cost, no matter what others sub-

mit. In other words, reporting the real cost is a domi-

nant strategy[18] for all users.

5) Constant Frugality. The objective function is

minimizing the total payment of the platform. We hope

that the mechanism can use as small payment as pos-

sible for performing all tasks and still satisfy the afore-

mentioned properties. We measure the amount “over-

payment” of the truthful mechanisms by the frugality

ratio defined in Section 4. We say that a mechanism is

α-frugal if it has a frugality ratio within a factor of α of

the optimal frugality ratio. Here, our goal is to design

a truthful mechanism with a constant factor of opti-

mality, namely, the mechanism can satisfy the constant

frugality or sub-optimal frugality.

3○Adams C, Pinkas D. Internet x.509 public key infrastructure time-stamp protocol (TSP), August 2001. https://tools.ietf.org/ht-
ml/rfc3161, Aug. 2017.
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4 FIMI

4.1 Related Solution Concept

Before presenting the design of our proposed FIMI

incentive mechanism in details, let us review some im-

portant and useful solution concepts of truthfulness and

frugality.

We first introduce Myerson’s theorem[35].

Theorem 1[15]. An auction mechanism is truthful

if and only if:

1) the selection rule is monotone: if user i wins the

auction by bidding bi, it also wins by bidding b′i 6 bi;

2) each winner is paid the critical value: user i would

not win the auction if it bids higher than this value.

Definition 1 (Benchmark v(c)[17]). Given a set

system (E ,F), and a feasible set S ∈ F of minimum

total cost w.r.t. c, let v(c) be the value of an optimal

solution to the following optimization problem:

min
∑

i∈S

fi

s.t. 1)fi > ci, ∀i ∈ E ,

2)
∑

i∈S\T
fi 6

∑

j∈T\S
cj , ∀T ∈ F ,

3)for every i ∈ S, there is T ∈ F

s.t. i /∈ T and
∑

j∈S\T
fj =

∑

j∈T\S
cj ,

where E is the set of elements and F ⊆ 2E is the collec-

tion of feasible sets. fi, i ∈ S, is the cheapest payment

to i when satisfying the above three constraints.

The first constraint states that the users are indi-

vidual rational, and the second constraint ensures that

set S indeed has the lowest total bid among feasible

sets. With the third constraint, no winner i ∈ S can

improve his/her utility by increasing the bid, as he/she

would not be a winner anymore.

Intuitively, in the optimal solution of the above sys-

tem, S is the set of winners in the first-price auction[18].

v(c) gives the value of the cheapest “Nash equilibrium”

of the first-price auction assuming that the most “effi-

cient” feasible set S wins.

Remark. It should be noted that first-price auc-

tions do not in general have Nash equilibrium due to

tie-breaking issues[36]. However, v(c) is a very intuitive

value, and indeed provides a bound on the total pay-

ment of any truthful mechanism in our system model.

Definition 2 (Frugality Ratio)[33]. Let M be a

truthful mechanism for the set system (E ,F) and let

pM(c) denote the total payment of M when the true

costs are given by vector c. Then the frugality ratio of

M on c is defined as ∅M(c) = pM(c)
v(c) . Further, the

frugality ratio of M is defined as ∅M = supc∅M(c).

4.2 Design Rationale

It is not difficult to see that there is the optimal

solution for minimizing social cost (the total cost of se-

lected users) problem since we can structure an interval

graph for all [si, ei], i ∈ U , with weighted vertexes, and

find the shortest path from any vertex with si 6 TS to

any vertex with ei > TE. This can be done in polyno-

mial time. It is well-known that the VCG mechanism

is the only truthful mechanism when selecting the op-

timal solution as the winners[16]. We give the frugality

ratio of VCG auction in our PMUS problem.

Theorem 2. The VCG mechanism has a frugality

ratio of (|S|) in PMUS problem.

Proof. We consider the special case where there are

two disjoint feasible subsets of users, S′ and S′′, with to-

tal cost TC′ =
∑

i∈S′ bi and TC′′ =
∑

j∈S′′ bj , and the

number of users |S′| and |S′′| respectively. If the winner
set is S′, i.e., TC′ 6 TC′′, then for each user i ∈ S′,

the payment is TC′′ − TC′ + bi since this is the high-

est it can bid before S′′ becomes the winner set. Thus

the total payment to S′ is
∑|S′|

i=1(TC
′′ − TC′ + bi) =

|S′| × (TC′′ − TC′) + TC′. It is not difficult to find

the cheapest Nash equilibrium and obtain v(c) = TC′′

in this case based on Definition 1. Therefore the fru-

gality ratio is |S′|×(TC′′−TC′)+TC′

TC′′ = Ω(|S′|). On the

contrary, the frugality ratio is Ω(|S′′|) if S′′ wins. �

In this paper, we resort to the frugal path

auction[17], which incorporates techniques originated

from the frugality theory[16], to solve our PMUS prob-

lem. Generally, frugal path auction consists of three

steps: 1) finding two disjoint feasible paths; 2) find-

ing interchangeable subpaths of the two paths, and 3)

selecting the subpaths as the winners by the weighted

cost. However, the time window is different from the

path since the relationships between the UTWs can be

very complex and there are no distinct sequential rela-

tionships between them. We need find two disjoint user

sets from the UTWs and the interchangeable user set

pairs from the two disjoint user sets. In addition, the

payment rule should be designed carefully to achieve

the individual rationality and truthfulness.

Inspired by [17], we extend the frugal path auction

by performing the auction in two phases: candidate

selection and winner selection. In the candidate selec-

tion phase, FIMI first maps the UTWs to the interval
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graph in order to expose the overlaps of UTWs. Then

FIMI transforms the interval graph to the flow graph

and finds the solutions using the minimum cost flow

algorithm[37]. By this way, FIMI can obtain two disjoint

user sets, while achieving the property of RTW feasibi-

lity. In the winner selection phase, to expose the struc-

ture of the competition, FIMI should find the inter-

changeable user set pairs between the two disjoint user

sets obtained in the candidate selection phase. This can

be achieved from the intersection relationships between

the disjoint user sets on the flow graph. To achieve the

constant frugality, FIMI considers the size (weight) of

interchangeable user set pairs and selects the winners

from such user set pairs by the weighted cost. Finally,

FIMI sets the minimum value of payment calculated in

the candidate selection phase and the winner selection

phase. We will prove that the minimum value is the

critical value in the designed mechanism, and the selec-

tion rules in both phases are monotone, guaranteeing

the property of truthfulness. The processing workflow

of FIMI is shown in Fig.3.

FIMI-Candidate
Selection Phase

FIMI-Winner
Selection Phase

Find the
Interchangeable
User Set Pairs

Select Winners
According to the
Weighted Cost

Set the Minimum
Value of Payment in

the Two Phases

Selection Function

Interval Graph

Flow Graph

Minimum Cost
Flow Algorithm

Payment Function

VCG Payment

Fig.3. Processing workflow of FIMI.

4.3 Phase 1: Candidate Selection

FIMI first selects two disjoint feasible user sets S′
C

and S′′
C minimizing

∑

i∈S′

C
bi +

∑

j∈S′′

C
bj , and calcu-

lates the critical payment for each user in S′
C and S′′

C .

Let SC = S′
C ∪ S′′

C . As illustrated in Algorithm 1, we

use the selection function to pick up the users, and the

payment is calculated by the payment function.

The pseudo-code of the selection function is shown

in Algorithm 2, which uses a graph-theoretic approach

to obtain sets S′
C and S′′

C . We introduce the functions

used in Algorithm 2 here.

Algorithm 1. FIMI-Candidate Selection

Input: RTW W, strategy bids B , set of users U
1 SC ← ∅;
2 SC ← Selection(W,B ,U);
3 p ← Payment(W,B ,U, SC);
4 return (SC ,p);

Algorithm 2. Selection

Input: RTW W, strategy bids B , set of users U
1 SC ← ∅;
2 GI(VI , EI ,w)← IntervalGraph(U,B);
3 GF (VF , EF ,w,a, s, t)← F lowGraph(GI(VI , EI ,w));
4 SC ←MinCostF low(GF (VF , EF ,w,a, s, t), 2);
5 return (SC);

IntervalGraph(U,B). For each user i ∈ U , we cre-

ate a vertex vi ∈ VI with weight wi = bi, and create an

edge (vi, vj) ∈ EI if there is an overlap between [si, ei]

and [sj , ej].

Based on the interval graph, FIMI then constructs

a flow graph GF (VF , EF ,w,a, s, t), where a is the ca-

pacity for each edge in EF , and s and t are the source

and the sink respectively. This transformation process

can be as follows.

FlowGraph(GI(VI , EI ,w)). 1) For each vi ∈ VI ,

create two vertexes v′i and v′′i into VF . We create a di-

rected edge (v′i, v
′′
i ) with w(v′i, v

′′
i ) = bi, a(v

′
i, v

′′
i ) = 1

into EF . 2) For each (vi, vj) ∈ EI , create directed edge

(v′′i , v
′
j) with w(v′′i , v

′
j) = 0, a(v′′i , v

′
j) = 1 and directed

edge (v′′j , v
′
i) with w(v′′j , v

′
i) = 0, a(v′′j , v

′
i) = 1 into EF .

3) Create vertexes s and t into VF . We create a di-

rected edge (s, v′i) with w(s, v′i) = 0, a(s, v′i) = 1 into

EF if TS ∈ [si, ei]. We create a directed edge (v′′i , t)

with w(v′′i , t) = 0, a(v′′i , t) = 1 into EF if TE ∈ [si, ei].

MinCostFlow(GF (VF , EF ,w,a, s, t), 2). Find the

minimum cost flow with value of 2 in GF
[37].

In this way, the output of functionMinCostFlow can

be decomposed into two edge-disjoint paths, A and A′.

To compute the payment, we apply the VCG pay-

ment rule, and each selected user will be paid an

amount equal to the benefit it introduces to the sys-

tem, i.e., the difference between other users’ minimum

total cost with and without it. The payment function

is described in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Payment

Input: RTW W, strategy bids B , set of users U, set
of selected users SC

1 Let pi ← 0 for all i ∈ U ;
2 forall i ∈ SC do

3 S−i
C ← Selection(W,B , U\i);

4 pi ← c(S−i
C )− (c(SC)− bi);

5 return (p);
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4.4 Phase 2: Winner Selection

In this phase, we first find all the interchangeable

user sets, who can replace one another for completing

the tasks in the same time period. For every pair of

such user sets, we choose one of them based on the

weighted cost. The pseudo-code of winner selection is

shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. FIMI-Winner Selection

Input: flow graph GF , set of selected users SC ,
strategy bids B , payment p

1 SC ← ∅;
2 Find the intersection points of A and A′;
3 Let s = d1, d2, ..., dk+1 = t be the intersection points

of A and A′ in the order they appear in A and A′;
4 Let Si (resp. S

′
i) be the user subset of S′

C (resp. S′′
C )

from di to di+1;
5 for i← 1 to k do

6 if
√

|Si| × c(Si) 6
√

|S′
i| × c(S′

i) then
7 forall j ∈ Si do
8 S ← S ∪ {j};

pj ← min {pj ,
√

|S′
i| ×

c(S′
i)√

|Si|
− c(Si)+ bj};

9 else
10 forall j ∈ S′

i do
11 S ← S ∪ {j};

pj ← min {pj ,
√

|Si| × c(Si)√
|S′

i
|
− c(S′

i)+ bj};

12 Let pi ← 0 for all i ∈ U\S;
13 return (S,p);

FIMI uses the following facts to find the inter-

changeable user sets.

Fact 1. If there is an edge (v′′i , u
′
j+1) in GF , where

v′′i ∈ A, u′
j+1 ∈ A′, then the users before i+ 1 in A can

replace the users before j + 1 in A′ for completing the

tasks in [TS, sj+1].

Fact 1 relies on the observation that the two UTWs

have the overlap iff there is at least one edge between

them in GF .

Fact 2. If there are two edges (v′′i , u
′
j+1) and

(u′′
j , v

′
i+1) of GF , where v′′i and v′i+1 are adjacent ver-

texes in A, and u′′
j and u′

j+1 are adjacent vertexes in

A′, then the set of users before i + 1 in A and the set

of users before j + 1 in A′ are the interchangeable user

sets.

Fact 2 means that we can obtain the interchange-

able user sets, which can be replaced by one another, by

finding such two edges in GF . Since such two user sets

are interchangeable, we can combine v′′i , u
′
j+1, u

′′
j , v

′
i+1

into one vertex, which is an intersection point of path

A and path A′. Fig.4 illustrates how to find an inter-

section point in GF .

FIMI finds all the intersection points. Let s =

d1, d2, ..., dk+1 = t be the intersection point sequence

ordered by their occurrence in A and A′. Let Si (resp.

S′
i) be the user subset of S′

C (resp. S′′
C ) from di to

di+1, i = 1, 2, ..., k. Since Si and S′
i are interchangeable

user subsets, FIMI chooses one of them based on the

weighted cost. The weight for user set Si (resp. S′
i)

is
√

|Si| (resp.
√

|S′
i|), where |Si| is the number of

users in Si. We will show that this setting of weight

can achieve constant frugality. The selection rule is:

if
√

|Si| × c(Si) 6
√

|S′
i| × c(S′

i), then Si wins; other-

wise, S′
i wins. As a result, the winners are the users

in all winning user sets. In the end, we set the value

of pj, j ∈ S, to the minimum value of payment calcu-

lated in the candidate selection phase and the winner

selection phase respectively.

v' 1

u' 1

v'' 1

u'' 1

u'' j

i j⇁

u' m u'' m
u'j⇁

i⇁j

v'' i
v'l v''lv'i⇁

tS

Combine v'' , u'    , u'' ,  v'     into One Intersection Point

Fig.4. Illustration for finding an intersection point.

4.5 Walk-Through Example

We use the example in Fig.5 to illustrate how FIMI

works, and compare the total payment with that of

VCG auction.

TS TERTW

2

2
3

4
2

8

16

12

8
8

2

2
11

10

7

2

3

3

9

1

Fig.5. Illustration for FIMI. There are nine UTWs from diffe-
rent bidders. The number before a UTW is the user ID, and the
square represents its bid.

• VCG Auction.

Selection. The winners are {2, 4, 5, 8, 3}, and the

total cost is 10.

Payment. p2 = c({6, 8, 3}) − 10 + b2 = 4, p3 =

c({2, 4, 5, 7})−10+b3 = 5, p4 = c({6, 8, 3})−10+b4 = 5,

p5 = c({6, 8, 3})−10+b5 = 5, p8 = c({2, 4, 5, 7})−10+

b8 = 6. The total payment is 25.
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• FIMI.

1) Phase 1: Candidate Selection.

Selection. Select two disjoint feasible subsets with

minimum total cost. The winners are {2, 4, 5, 8, 3} and
{6, 7} (or {2, 4, 5, 7} and {6, 8, 3}), and total cost is

26. Note that the choice does not impact the solution

and payment. The result is shown in Fig.6.

TS

TS

TE

SC

TE

RTW

RTW

(b)

(a)

2
1

4

1
2

6

4
2 5

2
12

3
8 8

8

10
2

2 5
2 2

8

8

3 10

128

'

SC
''

SC
'

SC
''

Fig.6. Two disjoint feasible user sets {2, 4, 5, 8, 3} and {6, 7}
with minimum total cost. There is an alternative {2, 4, 5, 7}
and {6, 8, 3} with the same total cost.

Payment. p2 = c({1, 4, 5, 8, 3, 6, 7})− 26 + b2 = 5,

p3 = c({2, 9, 6, 7})−26+ b3 = 9, p4 = c({2, 9, 6, 8, 3})−
26 + b4 = 6, p5 = c({6, 8, 3, 2, 9}) − 26 + b5 = 6,

p6 = c({2, 4, 5, 8, 3, 1, 9}) − 26 + b6 = 13, p7 =

c({2, 9, 6, 8, 3}) − 26 + b7 = 12, p8 = c({2, 9, 6, 7}) −
26 + b8 = 10.

2) Phase 2: Winner Selection.

The interchangeable user sets are shown in Fig.7.

TS

S1

S1

RTW

2
1

4
2

2
3

2
5

8

8

8

10

12
6

' S2

S2

'

TE

Fig.7. Selecting winners from interchangeable user sets Si and
S′
i where S1 = {2, 4, 5}, S′

1 = {6}, S2 = {8, 3}, S′
2 = {7}.

a) S1 = {2, 4, 5} vs S′
1 = {6}

√

|S1|× c(S1) =
√
3× 5 >

√

|S′
1|× c(S′

1) = 1× 8, S′
1

wins. p6 = min {p6,
√

|S1|× c(S1)√
|S′

1
|
−c(S′

1)+b6} = 5
√
3.

b) S2 = {8, 3} vs S′
2 = {7}

√

|S2|× c(S2) =
√
2× 5 6

√

|S′
2|× c(S′

2) = 1× 8, S2

wins. p8 = min {p8,
√

|S′
2|×

c(S′

2
)√

|S2|
−c(S2)+b8} = 8√

2
−2;

p3 = min {p3,
√

|S′
2| ×

c(S′

2
)√

|S2|
− c(S2) + b3} = 8√

2
− 3.

The winners are S′
1 ∪ S2 = {6, 8, 3}. The to-

tal cost is 8 + 3 + 2 = 13. The total payment is

p6 + p8 + p3 = 8
√
2 + 5

√
3 − 5 ≈ 14.97, which is less

than that of VCG auction.

4.6 Mechanism Analysis

In this subsection, we present the theoretical ana-

lysis, demonstrating that FIMI can achieve the desired

properties.

Lemma1. FIMI is RTW feasible.

Proof. FIMI obtains k interchangeable user

set pairs: (S1, S
′
1), (S2, S

′
2), ..., (Sk, S

′
k), where S′

C =

Uk
i=1Si, S

′′
C = Uk

i=1S
′
i. The winner set S is the set of

winners in each interchangeable user set pair. Since

both S′
C and S′′

C are RTW feasible user sets, S must be

RTW feasible user set too. �

To analyze the computational efficiency of FIMI, we

need the following Lemma 2.

Lemma2. For any user i ∈ S′
C (resp. S′′

C), if there

exists user j ∈ S′′
C (resp. S′

C) satisfying sj 6 ei < ej,

then the number of user j is at most 2.

Proof. We assume there is user i in S′
C , and there

are three users with ID 1, 2 and 3 respectively in S′′
C

satisfying

sj 6 ei < ej, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (3)

We firstly claim that s1, s2 and s3 must be diffe-

rent from one another. This is because the user with

a long UTW can replace the user with short one when

they have the same start time, and S′′
C is still feasible.

Since S′
C and S′′

C together is the optimal feasible solu-

tion with the minimum total cost, we obtain the claim

above. Assuming s1 < s2 < s3, we argue that user 2

and user 3 must not exist in S′′
C simultaneously. There

are s2 < e1 and s3 < e1 based on (3). In the case

e2 6 e3, user 2 can be removed, and S′′
C is still feasible.

In the case e2 > e3, user 3 can be removed, and S′′
C is

still feasible. As a conclusion, user 2 and user 3 must

not exist in S′′
C simultaneously. �

Lemma3. FIMI is computationally efficient.

Proof. In the candidate selection phase, the time

complexity of the selection function is dominated by

finding the minimum cost flow (line 4 of Algorithm 2),

which takes O(n2). In the payment function, we call

the selection function for each winner (lines 2∼4 of Al-

gorithm 3), thus the time for computing payment takes
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O(n3) time. Hence the time complexity of candidate

selection is bounded by O(n3). Then we analyze the

time complexity of winner selection. Finding the inter-

section points of two paths (line 2 of Algorithm 4) takes

O(n2) since there are at most 2n edges which cross both

S′
C and S′′

C based on Lemma 2, and for each of them,

FIMI checks whether there exists another edge in order

to generate an intersection point. Afterwards, choos-

ing winners and calculating payments will take O(n).

Thus, the time complexity of the winner selection phase

is bounded by O(n2). As a result, the time complexity

of the whole FIMI is bounded by O(n3), where n is the

number of user candidates. �

Remark. The time complexity of FIMI, O(n3), is

very conservative since the number of winners is much

smaller than n in practice. Note that the time comple-

xity of VCG auction, which is a comparative mechanism

illustrated in Subsection 4.5, is also O(n3).

Lemma4. FIMI is individually rational.

Proof. We denote p1j and p2j as the payments calcu-

lated in the candidate selection phase and the winner

selection phase to user j, respectively. Since p1j is cal-

culated based on VCG payment rule, which is known as

an individually rational mechanism, we have p1j > bj .

On the other hand, considering there are k+1 intersec-

tion points of paths A and A′. For any i ∈ {1, ..., k},
if Si wins, i.e.,

√

|Si| × c(Si) 6
√

|S′
i| × c(S′

i), the pay-

ment to user j ∈ Si in the winner selection phase is

p2j =
√

|S′
i|×

c(S′

i)√
|Si|

− c(Si)+ bj . We obtain p2j > bj and

vice versa. As a conclusion, we have pj = min{p1j , p2j} >

bj . �

Lemma5. FIMI is truthful.

Proof. Based on Theorem 1, it suffices to prove that

the selection rule of FIMI is monotone and the payment

pj for each j is the critical value. The monotonicity of

the selection rule is obvious as bidding a smaller value

cannot push user j out of S.

We next show that pj is the critical value for j

in the sense that bidding higher pj could prevent j

from winning the auction. Note that pj = min{p1j , p2j}
based on FIMI. If user j bids bj > p1j , he/she will

lose in the candidate selection phase since p1j is the

critical value of VCG payment rule. Consider p2j =
√

|S′
i| ×

c(S′

i)√
|Si|

− c(Si) + bj (if j ∈ Si). If user j bids

bj > p2j , we have
√

|Si| × c(Si) >
√

|S′
i| × c(S′

i), which

means S′
i will win and user j will lose in the winner

selection phase. The lemma still hold if j ∈ S′
i. �

Since we apply the frugal path auction to solve our

PMUS problem, we have the following lemma, which

has been proved in [17].

Lemma6. FIMI is 2
√
2-frugal.

Proof. This can be achieved according to the fru-

gality theory[17]. �

The above lemmas together prove the following

theorem.

Theorem3. FIMI is RTW feasible, computation-

ally efficient, individually rational, truthful, and 2
√
2-

frugal.

5 Extension to Multi-Coverage Requirement

In the previous section, we proposed a constant

frugal incentive mechanism for time window coverage

tasks, in which the RTW is covered at least once.

Here, we extend it to a more practical scenario, in

which the RTW needs to be covered more than once,

i.e., the platform has multi-coverage requirement of

the RTW, termed RTW multi-coverage. The extended

FIMI achieves RTW multi-coverage, computational ef-

ficiency, individual rationality, truthfulness, and con-

stant frugality.

5.1 Extended FIMI

Without loss of generality, we assume that the plat-

form has multi-coverage requirement r̂ ∈ Z+ indicating

the number of times the RTW to be covered at least.

We can select r̂ groups of RTW feasible user sets to

meet this constraint.

With the constraint of multi-coverage requirement,

there should be enough users to form at least r̂+1 dis-

joint feasible winner sets. However in practice, we can

reduce the coverage requirement if the condition cannot

be satisfied. We can verify the number of disjoint feasi-

ble user sets by the selection function in the candidate

selection phase without much cost.

The PMUS problem for multi-coverage requirement

is intractable, and the mechanism proposed in Section 4

cannot be applied directly here because the process of

finding interchangeable user subsets between r̂ winner

sets is complicated and impractical. However, we can

apply the selection rule of weighted cost between r̂ + 1

feasible user sets, achieving the constant frugality. Just

like FIMI, the extended FIMI is a two-phase mecha-

nism. Due to space limitation, we will focus on the

differences from FIMI.

5.1.1 Phase 1: Candidate Selection

Since we aim to select r̂ winner sets from r̂ + 1 fea-

sible user sets, the extended FIMI first selects r̂ + 1
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disjoint RTW feasible user sets Ŝ1, Ŝ2, ..., Ŝr̂+1 with the

minimum c(Ŝi), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., r̂+1}. Let c(Ŝ1) 6 c(Ŝ2) 6

... 6 c(Ŝr̂+1). This can be done by running minimum

cost path algorithm r̂+1 times in the interval graph de-

fined in Subsection 4.3. The payment rule is the same

with that in FIMI.

5.1.2 Phase 2: Winner Selection

To apply the weighted cost between multiple feasible

user sets to achieve the constant frugality, we should set

the weight for each Ŝi. This can be obtained by solving:

r̂ζiβ =
∑

j∈{1,2,...,r̂+1},j 6=i

ζj |Ŝj |, (4)

where the weight of Ŝi is 1
ζi

, and β is an unknown

constant.

To solve this equation system, we can subtract the

i-th equation from the first one, and obtain (5). Sub-

stituting ζi into the first equation (when i = 1) of (4),

canceling out ζ1, we can obtain the r̂+1 degree polyno-

mial equation for β. Therefore, there must be a solution

of (4).

ζi =
|Ŝ1|+ r̂β

|Ŝi|+ r̂β
ζ1, 2 6 i 6 r̂ + 1. (5)

We now introduce the winner selection mechanism

which is shown in Algorithm 5. The extended FIMI

calculates the weight for each user set Ŝi and discards

the user set Ŝσ with the largest weighted cost c(Ŝσ)
ζσ

.

The winner set is Ŝ = ∪i6=σŜi. In the end, we set the

value of p̂i, i ∈ Ŝ, to the minimum value of payment cal-

culated in the candidate selection phase and the winner

selection phase, respectively.

Algorithm 5. Extended FIMI-Winner Selection

Input: set of users U, feasible user sets

Ŝ1, Ŝ2, ..., Ŝr+1, strategy bids B , payment p̂

1 Ŝ← ∅;
2 forall i ∈ {1, 2, ..., r̂ + 1} do
3 Calculate ζi defined in (5);

4 σ ← arg maxi∈{1,2,...,r̂+1}
c(Ŝi)
ζi

;

5 forall i ∈ {1, 2, ..., r̂ + 1} and i 6= σ do

6 Ŝ ← Ŝ ∪ Ŝi;

7 forall Ŝi ⊂ Ŝ do

8 forall j ∈ Ŝi do

9 p̂j ← min {p̂j , c(Ŝσ)
ζσ

ζi};

10 Let p̂i ← 0 for all i ∈ U\Ŝ;
11 return (Ŝ, p̂);

5.2 Mechanism Analysis

For the extended FIMI, we have the following theo-

rem.

Theorem4. The extended FIMI achieves RTW

multi-coverage, computational efficiency, individual ra-

tionality, truthfulness, and 2-frugality.

Proof. The RTW multi-coverage is obvious since we

select r̂ user sets from r̂ + 1 RTW feasible user sets.

For computational efficiency, in the candidate selec-

tion phase, the running time of the selection function

is O((r̂ + 1)n2) since we run minimum cost path algo-

rithm r̂+1 times in order to find r̂+1 feasible user sets.

In the payment function, we call the selection func-

tion for each winner; thus computing payment takes

O((r̂+1)n3) time. Hence the running time of candidate

selection is bounded by O((r̂+1)n3). In the winner se-

lection phase of the extended FIMI (Algorithm 5), the

running time of selection rule (lines 1∼8) is dominated

by solving the equation system (lines 2∼4), which will

take O((r̂ + 1)3) at most. The payment decision (lines

9∼14) will take O(n) since there are at most n users.

Note that r̂+1 6 n because the extended FIMI first se-

lects r̂+1 disjoint RTW feasible user sets from n users.

As a result, the running time of the whole extended

FIMI is bounded by O((r̂ + 1)n3).

Next, we show that the extended FIMI is indivi-

dually rational. We denote p̂1j and p̂2j as the payments

calculated in the candidate selection phase and the win-

ner selection phase of the extended FIMI respectively.

We have p1j > bj based on Lemma 4. In the winner

selection phase, if Ŝi wins, we have c(Ŝσ)
ζσ

>
c(Ŝi)
ζi

>
bj
ζi

for any 1 6 i 6 r̂ + 1, j ∈ Ŝi. Thus, the payment to

user j is p̂2j = c(Ŝσ)
ζσ

ζi >
c(Ŝi)
ζi

ζi > bj. Thus, we have

p̂j = min {p̂1j , p̂2j} > bj.

For the truthfulness, the monotonicity of the selec-

tion rule is obvious as bidding a smaller value can-

not push user j out of Ŝ. We next show that p̂j =

min {p̂1j , p̂2j} is the critical value for j. If user j bids

bj > p̂1j , he/she will lose in the candidate selection

phase since p̂1j is the critical value of VCG payment

rule. Considering p2j = c(Ŝσ)
ζσ

ζi (if j ∈ Ŝi), if user j bids

bj > p̂2j , we have
bj
ζi

>
c(Ŝi)
ζi

>
c(Ŝσ)
ζσ

, which means Ŝi

will lose.

The proof of the frugality of the extended FIMI is

similar to that of Theorem 10 of [17]. �

Remark. Our mechanisms still work when the plat-

form has heterogeneous tasks with different RTWs. We

can apply FIMI or extended FIMI to each of the RTWs
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straightforwardly, and the five desirable properties still

hold.

6 Performance Evaluation

We conduct thorough simulations to investigate the

performance of FIMI. We first evaluate FIMI based on

real-world experience data traces. Then the randomly

generated user based simulations are conducted in or-

der to reveal the impacts of the key parameters. We

measure the number of winners, the social cost, the to-

tal payment, and the running time in each instance.

The bid price is uniformly distributed in [1, 100] for

our simulations. The mechanisms are run on a Win-

dows machine with Intel Core i5-4210U CPU and 4 GB

memory. All the results are averaged over 1 000 runs.

6.1 Evaluation Based on Real Traces

We use the real mobility traces of 370 taxi cabs that

report their position every 15 seconds around the city of

Rome during 2014-02-01∼2014-03-02[38]. For our sim-

ulations, we use the traces at the time snapshot on

2014-02-01. We consider that the time window cove-

rage tasks are launched in the specific geographical ar-

eas. We choose two places, Quirinal Palace (Quirinal)

and the University of Arkansas Rome Center (UARC),

as the centers of the specific geographical areas, which

are the circular areas with a radius of 1 km. We as-

sume that a smartphone is carried by the passenger or

the driver of each taxi. For each geographical area, we

fix the maximum RTW and measure the performance

with different end time. The RTWs of Quirinal area

and UARC area are [05:38:54, 08:58:53] and [20:20:22,

23:40:21], respectively, both with length 12 000 seconds.

The bidders of each geographical area are taxis who are

in this area during the RTW. We select the maximum

length time interval in the RTW of each taxi as the

UTW. The number of taxis involved at different end

time is shown in Fig.8.

Since the start time is the same, the different end

time imply different |W|, which is an indication of the

workload for the crowdsensing application. As can be

seen from Fig.9, the number of winning taxis increases

with the increase of |W| because the platform has to re-

cruit more participants to accomplish the tasks in large

RTWs. The winners of FIMI are fewer than those of

VCG auction since FIMI prefers selecting fewer users.

The VCG auction always achieves the minimum social

cost; however, the total payment of FIMI is only 85.59%

of that of VCG auction in Quirinal area and 84.51% in

UARC area on average. We compute the benchmark

of our PMUS problem for each end time based on Defi-

nition 1. As can be shown from Fig.9(c), the frugality

ratios of FIMI on uniformly distributed true costs are

1.31 and 1.20 in Quirinal area and UARC area on ave-

rage, compared with 1.53 and 1.43 of VCG auction on

the same true costs, respectively. Moreover, the run-

ning time of FIMI increases when |W| goes up since the

running time depends on the number of involved taxis.

For the running time, there is little difference between

two mechanisms since they have the same time comple-

xity in theory. However, the running time of FIMI is

bounded by 8.1 ms and 16.2 ms in Quirinal area and

UARC area respectively when |W| = 12 000 s.
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Fig.8. Taxis involved at different end time of RTWs.

For the extended FIMI, to meet the multi-coverage

requirement, we use the traces at the different time

snapshots in Quirinal Palace. The RTWs are [06:16:36,

08:47:40] for r̂ = 2, [06:19:27, 08:01:55] for r̂ = 3,

and [06:29:35, 08:00:43] for r̂ = 4. Fig.10 shows the

performance of extended FIMI with different multi-

coverage requirements. We use the symbols of Ext-

ended FIMI(r̂), VCG(r̂) and Benchmark(r̂) to repre-

sent the extended FIMI, VCG and Benchmark with r̂-

coverage requirements, respectively. We observe that

the larger r̂, the larger the number of winners. This

is because the platform has to recruit more partici-

pants to meet the coverage requirement. Accordingly,

social cost, total payment, and running time also in-

crease with r̂. Social cost increases with the number of

winners since bid price satisfies uniform distribution. In

the extended FIMI, the platform has to pay each win-

ning group of users; thus the total payment is closely
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Fig.9. Performance of FIMI with different end time of RTWs. (a) Winning taxis. (b) Social cost. (c) Total payment. (d) Running
time.

related to r̂. However, the total payment of the ext-

ended FIMI is only 85.9% of that of VCG auction on

average. The frugality ratios of FIMI on uniformly dis-

tributed true costs are 1.21 on average, compared with

1.41 of VCG auction on the same true costs. Moreover,

running time increases when the value of r̂ goes up since

the time complexity of the extended FIMI is related to

r̂. However, the running time of the extended FIMI is

bounded by 25.1 ms when |W| = 5 000 s and r̂ = 4.

6.2 Impacts of Key Parameters

There are three common key parameters: the num-

ber of users n, the length of RTW |W|, and the up-

per limit ratio of UTW δ. For our simulations, the

UTW length of each bid is uniformly distributed in

the interval [1, δ|W|]. The UTWs are placed in the

whole W with uniform distribution. We set n = 1 000,

|W| = 100, δ = 0.2 as the default values; however we

will vary them for exploring the impacts of these para-

meters respectively. The impact of |W| has been inves-

tigated in Subsection 6.1. Thus we measure the impacts

of other key parameters here.

6.2.1 Impact of the Upper Limit Ratio of UTW

The length of UTWs can depict the interest and

suitability of users for participating in mobile crowd-

sensing. We set the UTW length of each bid in [1,

δ|W|] with uniform distribution, and then vary δ from

0.1 to 0.28. As can be shown in Fig.11, the number of

winners and the social cost also decrease severely both

in VCG auction and FIMI with increasing δ. This is

because the platform can select fewer users to perform

the tasks when each user can sense more data within

W . The number of winners in FIMI is 96.3% of that

in VCG auction. The social cost of FIMI is about 10%

higher than the optimal social cost. The total pay-

ment also decreases when the length of UTW goes up.

However, the total payment in FIMI is lower than that

of VCG auction in all cases, and is 90.68% of that in

VCG auction on average. The frugality ratios of FIMI

on uniformly distributed true costs are 1.08 on average,

compared with 1.19 of VCG auction on the same true

costs.
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6.2.2 Impact of the Number of Users

To investigate the scalability of designed mecha-

nisms, we vary the number of users from 1 000 to 1 900.

Fig.12 shows the impact of the number of users on the

performance of FIMI. The number of winners in FIMI

is less than that of VCG auction in all cases. The win-

ner numbers of VCG auction and FIMI distribute from

8.47 to 9.05 and 8.07 to 8.50, respectively. Both of

them do not change much when the number of users

goes up. This is because that increasing the number of

users cannot help to cover the RTW since the length

of UTW of each bid is fixed. The social cost decreases

with increasing the number of users since the platform

can find more cheap users to perform the sensing tasks.

The total payment also decreases when there are more

participants. The total payment of FIMI is reduced by

11.99% compared with that of VCG auction. The fru-

gality ratios of FIMI on uniformly distributed true costs

are 1.11 on average, compared with 1.28 of VCG auc-

tion on the same true costs. Moreover, the running time
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Fig.12. Impact of the number of users n. (a) Winners. (b) Social cost. (c) Total payment. (d) Running time.

increases with the increasing user scale. However, the

designed mechanisms are computational efficient since

the running time of FIMI is bounded by 2.29 s when

the number of users reaches 1 900.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the frugal truthful

incentive mechanism for time window coverage in mo-

bile crowdsensing. We presented a system model based

on reverse auction and formulated the PMUS prob-

lem. We designed a constant frugal incentive mecha-

nism, FIMI, which performs the auction in two phases:

candidate selection and winner selection. Further, we

extended FIMI to support RTW multi-coverage re-

quirement. Through rigorous theoretical analyses, we

demonstrated that the proposed mechanisms achieve

RTW feasibility (or RTW multi-coverage), computa-

tion efficiency, individual rationality, truthfulness, and

constant frugality. The results of extensive simulations

showed that our mechanisms can reduce the total pay-

ment to 85% of that in VCG auction on average.

In the future work, we will consider the more com-

plex scenarios. First, the time window coverage can be

associated with specific locations. Second, the bids re-

sponded by the users can be extended to that including

multiple time windows.
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